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Raising Standards across the curriculum

Would you like to take part in research* linked to Oxford
University, to achieve literacy support for every student in
every class across the curriculum?
We are offering your school the opportunity to
use the newly named trugs Plus programme– RS
Literacy at HALF PRICE to achieve ‘every teacher
a teacher of literacy’ and thereby raise the literacy
standards of all your students within school.

Read Successfully has created RS Literacy – Raising
Standards across the curriculum and is making the
programme available at half price for a one-year
site licence (different pricing according to school
size) together with

The programme provides every teacher with
individually differentiated topic lists and literacy
activities for every student. There is assessment
and thinking/writing speed and much more. The
programme automatically provides evidence and
evaluation since it is linked to SIMS. There is a
great deal more to show you.



Pricing for one-year site licence
to include the above if on Oxford
Research*:

£1,000 for PRUs
£1,200 for schools with up to 500 students
£1,500 for schools with 501-1000 students
£1,750 for schools with 1001-1500 students
£1,950 for schools with over 1500 students

A full set of trugs boxes to use as an intervention
programme delivered by the school’s Learning
Support staff. Value £450



Access for all subject teachers to online resources
which

supports

literacy

linked

to

specific

curriculum areas



Full training for staff in the school setting

* Oxford University have been looking at preliminary findings from a study conducted over the last couple of years.
These findings suggest that schools having used this programme is working right across the curriculum. Oxford
University are looking to scale this up to provide more in-depth research and are putting a bid together for a grant.
Subject to it being successful this will enable funding to support the research, the form of which will not be known
until the result of the bid.
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